Crazy Pictures new feature
will be a great adventure
UFO Sweden is the film collective Crazy Pictures' new big movie adventure. A nerve-wracking
and touching film experience located in a 90s Sweden. It can almost be described as a cross
between Stranger Things and The X Files straight down in Sweden. UFO Sweden is Crazy
Pictures' first film since the international success of the film The Unthinkable (2018).
When a foster home-placed teenage rebel suspects that her father is not dead but kidnapped by
UFOs, she takes help from a UFO association to find out the truth. Together, they embark on a risky
adventure that takes them far beyond the law's borders and into a world filled with UFO expeditions,
conspiracies and inexplicable phenomena.
This is the pitch for Crazy Pictures' new adventure film. The film collective got the idea when they
heard that there was an association that works with investigating mysterious phenomena and is called
UFO-Sverige. Crazy Pictures contacted the association and it turned out that the enthusiasts in the
association also ran the world's largest ufo archive, Archives for the unexplained, in Norrköping,
Sweden. Crazy Pictures' meeting with the association was the starting point for the project and the
association has since been a great inspiration for the film.
“We understood that they were working on investigating and researching unexplained phenomena
and we were completely taken by it. We felt an enormous fascination for UFO-Sverige as an
association but also for the world filled with UFO expeditions, mysterious phenomena and the giant
archives that surround the association. Of course, we could not help thinking "what if they find
something". says Olle Tholén at Crazy Pictures
The 17-year-old shooting star Inez Dahl Torhaug makes her feature film debut and plays the main
character Denise. Other roles are played by Jesper Barkselius, Eva Melander, Oscar Töringe and
Sara Shirpey.
“When I read the script, I was so excited, this is really such a big and unique project. It’s also very
exciting to have the chance to play such a strong and cool character as Denise. And to be able to do
all this together with Crazy Pictures means that I always leave the shooting with a smile on my face",
says Inez Dahl Torhaug.
The film is expected to be released in Swedish cinemas in December 2022 by distributor SF-Studios,
which also is investing heavily in the project. SF Studios distributed Crazy Pictures' international hit
film The Unthinkable. In total, it has been sold to over 100 countries and seen by 115,000 Swedes in
the cinemas.
UFO Sweden produces by Crazy Pictures in co-production with SF Studios, SVT and Film i Väst with
support from Norrköping Film Fund, the Swedish Film Institute and Nordic Film & TV Fund. The film is
distributed by SF Studios in the Nordic region and is expected to have a cinema premiere in Sweden
during Christmas 2022. The Danish sales company ReInvent will handle the international sales.

Inez Dahl Torhaug
Inez Dahl Torhaug is 17 years old. During the autumn 2021, she is featured in the Swedish TV series
Det som göms i snö. She has previously starred in the short films “I think I'm a little in love with you”
and “Rebecka, portrait of a mother. For her role in I “Think I'm A Little In Love With You”, she was
awarded the Best Actor award in the Grand OFF Award - the World Independent Film Awards, which
is one of the world's most important forums for independent film. As an actress, she is seen by many
as a promise for the future.
Jesper Barkselius
Jesper Barkselius is an actor who after his education at the Theater Academy in Gothenburg has
acted in many theater productions. He has also appeared in prominent roles in several films, including
Crazy Pictures previous feature film The Unthinkable and Jägarna 2, and he has had roles in
acclaimed TV series such as Heder and Gåsmamman.
Oscar Töringe
Oscar Töringe took Sweden by storm with the police Magnus in the TV series Tunna blå linjen on
SVT. He has also appeared in several other series, including The Hunt for a Killer and Atlantic
Crossing.
Eva Melander
Eva Melander is an actress with extensive experience from film, TV series and theater. Among the TV
series she has appeared in are Rebecka Martinsson, Modus and Deg, which is currently on SVT. For
her acting roles on the big screen, she has been awarded two Guldbaggar; for her role in Border she
was awarded Best Female Leading Role and for her role in Flocken Best Female Supporting Role.
Sara Shirpey
Sara Shirpey is an actress educated at the University of Stage and Music at the University of
Gothenburg and the American Conservatory Theater in San Francisco. Sara has appeared in the
acclaimed TV series Top Dog and Alex and on stage in Folkteaterns Misantroperna, Urgent Drama
and Madame Bovary.
About SF Studios
SF Studios, established in 1919, is one of the world’s oldest film companies. Today SF Studios is the
leading film studio in the Nordic region with its headquarters in Stockholm, Sweden and offices in
Oslo, Copenhagen, Helsinki and London. The company is producing and distributing feature films and
TV series as well as providing the streaming service SF Anytime. SF Studios is part of the leading
Nordic media company Bonnier.
About REinvent
REinvent is a packaging, sales and financing studio all in one. REinvent has extensive knowledge of
original trends and sales opportunities in both the Scandinavian and international markets and works
with high profile European production companies.
About Crazy Pictures
Crazy Pictures is a film collective from Norrköping that has become known for its action-packed short
films Poetry for fish on Youtube, but also for its debut feature film The Unthinkable that was a

success, sold to over 100 countries. During its 13 years as a production company, it has built a
well-known brand in the Swedish film industry, but also a huge fan base online.
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